
Edward Avery Rodriguez
SOFTWARE ENGINEER/DEVELOPER

rodriguez.avery@gmail.com • 501-504-5622 • LinkedIn • Github
Summary
Passionate and results-driven professional with a decade of experience in the non-profit sector, both domestically and
abroad. Seeking a challenging role in the tech industry to leverage my skills for meaningful impact. Eager to contribute to
a team that is building products addressing real-world problems.

Technical Skills
Languages/ Frameworks: Ruby on Rails, ActiveRecord, SQL, GraphQL, HTML, CSS
Testing: Test Driven Development, RSPEC, Webmock, VCR
Tools/Workflow: Git, Github, Heroku, Render, CircleCI, REST API’s, Postman,
Exposure/Learning: AWS, Tailwind, Python, Open to any technology

Projects
Weather Together | Github | Deployed Link Tech: Ruby on Rails, PostgreSQL, Render, React
Fun interactive weather geo-guessing game that utilizes real-world data while competing for high scores.

● Implemented several backend functionalities, including user creation and mailer setup for account activation, as
well as the consumption and formatting of external weather API data.

● Developed API endpoints for retrieving recent rounds, current community rounds, and managing votes for
rounds, resulting in a seamless backend experience for users.

FasTracks | Github | Deployed Link Tech: Spotify API, Ruby on Rails, Faraday, Heroku
Application allows users to create custom spotify playlists for users based on their workout & preferences.

● Implemented backend logic to interact with Spotify API and generate workout playlists based on user
preferences, enhancing user experience and eliminating the need for manual playlist creation.

● Integrated authentication and playlist criteria from the frontend, enabling seamless communication between
FasTracks BE and FasTracks FE repositories.

Market Money | Github BE | Github FE Tech: Ruby on Rails, React Router, Redux, Fetch APIs
Micro Service Architecture that is responsible for providing functionality for Farmers Market & Vendors.

● Developed an API to expose Farmers Market & Vendors data, enabling frontend consumption and enhancing
user experience.

● Implemented JSON serializers to format responses and conducted thorough testing to ensure reliability and
functionality.

Professional Experience
Dedicated Nonprofit Professional with 10 years of experience at City Church, NLC of Arkansas, and Mission of Hope

● Focused on advancing their missions and impacting communities positively.
● Developed programs, community outreach, and organizational growth, contributing to the overall success and

impact of these nonprofits.

Experienced Project Manager with 8 years of experience in project planning, team coordination, and budget
management

● Spearheaded projects by meticulously planning, coordinating teams, and managing budgets, ensuring seamless
execution and successful outcomes for various initiatives.

● Allocated resources efficiently, streamlined workflows, and the timely delivery of high-quality results.

Seasoned Hospitality Professional with 3 years of expertise at Zeteo Coffee, Onyx Coffee Lab, and Founder of Press +
Pour

● Established Press + Pour, from inception to operation, managing all aspects of the business.
● Successfully led a team, serving thousands of satisfied customers, while also spearheading comprehensive

training programs to ensure excellence in service delivery and customer satisfaction.

Results-Driven Marketing Specialist with 1 year of experience at Dave Creek Media
● Your specific contributions
● Results and Impact

Education
Accredited Certificate in Backend Engineering 2023|2024
Turing School of Software and Design
Associate of Arts in Theology and Organizational Leadership 2012|2013
Logos University
Certificate in Leadership 2012|2013
Cadre Academy

https://www.linkedin.com/in/edward-avery-rodriguez/
https://github.com/TheAveryRodriguez
https://github.com/Weather-Together/weather_together_be_cap
https://weather-together.github.io/weather1-fe/
https://github.com/FasTracks
https://fastracks-62267ab898ea.herokuapp.com/
https://github.com/TheAveryRodriguez/market_money
https://github.com/TheAveryRodriguez/market_money_fe

